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Matrix training techniques arrange instruction for stimulus relations that facilitate 

emergent responding to novel stimulus arrangements, which is a phenomenon known as 

recombinative generalization.  The current study compared two common matrix training 

approaches, an overlapping (OV) design and a non-overlapping (NOV) design, with respect to 

arranging relations targeted for training.  Two, typically-developing toddlers were taught 

compound action-object labels in either an OV or NOV matrix training design.  Results suggest 

that an OV matrix design facilitates recombinative generalization more effectively than a NOV 

design. 
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AN EVALUATION OF MATRIX TRAINING APPROACHES FOR TEACHING 

COMPOUND LABELS TO TODDLERS 

Comprehensive accounts of behavior require consideration of how relations amongst 

stimuli are formed without any direct experience with those stimuli.  That is, any complex 

behavior, such as language or play, likely develops without direct contingencies provided for 

each individual response.  There are several behavioral descriptions of this type of phenomenon 

including stimulus equivalence, response generalization, and recombinative generalization 

(Austin & Carr, 2000).   Not only does the study of emergent behavior advance the science of 

behavior, there is applied utility in arranging instructional programming to capitalize upon novel 

behavior when teaching new skills, specifically regarding instruction with atypically developing 

individuals.  The overarching goal of instruction for children with developmental delays is to 

teach such individuals to skills that are at same developmental level of typically developing 

peers. Investigating the emergence of untrained skills in typically developing children will aid in 

the advancement of such a goal.  

Matrix training techniques arrange instructional components in a manner that facilitates 

the emergence of untrained relations after training is provided on a separate subset of stimulus 

relations.   Matrix training provides a systematic arrangement of minimal units that allows for 

these minimal units to combine, forming novel combinations. More specifically, an outcome of 

matrix training techniques is recombinative generalization, which is the phenomenon of 

differentially responding to untrained stimulus combinations after certain stimulus combinations 

have been trained (Goldstein, 1983). 

Matrix training research has been conducted with different populations such as typically-

developed adults (Foss, 1968), typically-developing children (Mueller, Olmi & Saunders, 2000), 
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adults with developmental disabilities (Saunders, O’Donnell, Vaidya & Williams, 2003), 

children with developmental disabilities (Goldstein, 1987; Axe & Sainato, 2010; Tanji & Noro, 

2011), and individuals with language disorders (Schneider, Thompson & Luring, 1996; 

Thompson, McReynolds & Vance, 1982).  Matrix training has been used to teach a variety of 

skills such as spelling (Tanji & Noro, 2011;), reading (Mueller et al., 2000; Saunders et al., 

2003), dramatic play (Dauphin, Kinney, & Stromer, 2004), receptive language skills (Axe & 

Sainato, 2010;), and expressive labeling skills (Goldstein & Mousetis, 1989; Goldstein, Angelo 

& Mousetis, 1987). 

Matrix training has been arranged using various modalities.  Mueller, Olmi, and Saunders 

(2000) used a matching-to-sample (MTS) format to train typically-developing children to select 

printed words when presented with samples of spoken words.  Mueller et al. implemented an 

overlapping (OV) matrix training approach to teach reading in which targets varied by sharing 

either the onset letter or the end two letters (i.e., the rime).  Following instruction, participants 

demonstrated recombinative generalization with novel word presentations. 

There is substantial research to support the use of matrix training to produce 

recombinative generalization.  A consistent finding is that matrix training approaches that 

include overlapping stimulus components (hereafter referred to as OV) produce recombinative 

generalization (Foss, 1968; Tanji & Noro, 2011).  An OV matrix approach, depicted in Figure 1, 

facilitates recombinative generalization by allowing responding to come under the control of all 

relevant elements. For example, if an instructor were teaching action-object labels in an OV 

matrix approach, the instructor would select targets that share either a target action and/or a 

target object.  Accordingly, an instructor may target open book, open door, and touch book.  The 

single components of open and book are shared amongst targeted relations.  Thus, a learner must 
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demonstrate discrimination between both components of the compound stimulus relations to 

provide the correct response.    

In contrast, a non-overlapping (NOV) matrix approach, depicted in Figure 2, does not 

ensure that learner’s responding comes under the correct stimulus control.  Responding in a 

NOV training approach teaches a set of successive relations that do not share a common 

component. The lack of overlap may allow the learner to only respond to either one component 

of the stimulus or multiple components as a single stimulus unit.  For example, an instructor may 

target open book, touch door, and pull box.  The learner does not need to discriminate between 

the individual components to provide the correct response.  The learner could attend to only the 

pulling motion or the box and provide the correct response “pull box.” 

Research supports the use of a NOV approach to produce recombinative generalization, 

particularly if the individual components are previously known (Goldstein, 1983).  For example, 

Goldstein, Angelo, and Mousetis (1987) trained receptive and expressive labeling skills 

regarding locations of objects to adolescents with mental retardation.  A set of locations and 

objects were known while another set of each component was unknown prior to training.  

Following matrix training with a NOV approach, participants demonstrated recombinative 

generalization with known components and unknown components.  It should be noted that the 

recombinative generalization demonstrated with unknown object-location components was only 

achieved following emergence of untrained relations with known components. However, the 

research is less consistent in terms of facilitating emergent responding through NOV training 

when stimulus components are unknown prior to training  (Goldstein, 1983).  

Additional variables, such as delivering reinforcers for correct responses to untrained 

relations throughout training during probe sessions and training receptive and expressive skills 
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simultaneously, have been included in matrix training experiments (Goldstein & Mousetis, 1989; 

Goldstein et al., 1987; Axe & Sainato, 2010).  The inclusion of such variables does not provide 

definitive insight regarding the arrangement of the matrix as the key characteristic of training 

that promotes recombinative generalization. 

The purpose of the current study was to compare an OV and NOV matrix training 

approach when teaching expressive labeling skills to typically developing toddlers by evaluating 

the extent to which the training arrangement facilitates recombinative generalization. 

Methods 

Participants, Setting, and Materials  

Two female toddlers, recruited from a local daycare, participated in the current 

experiment.  Lily was 2 years and 3 months and Violet was 2 years 4 months of age at the 

beginning of the study.  

Research sessions took place in participants’ homes in either the child’s bedroom or in a 

designated play area.  Each setting was equipped with various age-appropriate toys and materials 

needed to conduct the session.  The experimenter and participant sat on the floor facing each 

other.  Materials included three common household objects: a standard-sized oven mitt (11 x 5.5 

inches), a miniature stapler (2.5 x 1 inches), and a medium-size Command ® hook (3 x 1.5 

inches).  We created action-object stimulus relations with these materials. One subset of relations 

was randomly assigned to the instructional conditions; the remaining stimulus relations were 

used to assess emergence during testing sessions.   

Response Measurement, Interobserver Agreement, and Procedural Integrity. 

Data were collected using pencil and paper.  We video-recorded experimental sessions 

which allowed for a second observer to review sessions and collect interobserver reliability and 
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treatment integrity data.  Sessions were conducted three to five days a week, and one to three 

sessions were conducted each day. 

The primary dependent variable was the number of correct independent labels, defined as 

the child vocally saying and producing the sign for the correct name of the object, action, or 

action-object combination prior to the model prompt.  The number of correct responses was 

expressed as a percentage by dividing the number of correct responses by the total number of 

trials in the session and multiplying by 100.  We set mastery criterion at 88% correct across two 

consecutive sessions.  

A second observer independently collected data for at least 30% of the sessions across 

phases for each child.  Interobserver agreement (IOA) was obtained by dividing the number of 

agreements by the total number of agreements and disagreements and multiplying by 100.  The 

mean agreement for sessions in the single component conditions was 97% (range 90.7% to 

100%) for Violet and 95.8% (range 85% to 100%) for Lily.  The mean agreement for sessions in 

the matrix conditions was 99% (range 94.8% to 100%) for Violet and 98.7% for Lily (range 94% 

to 100%). 

In addition, we collected treatment fidelity measures of the experimenter’s behavior for at 

least 30% of sessions for each participant to evaluate the extent to which experimental 

procedures were implemented correctly.  Data were recorded on implementation of key steps 

(e.g., gaining child’s attention, demonstrating the target action with the target object, and 

modeling the correct response within the correct time delay).  Steps regarding the delivery of a 

preferred item differed in sessions in the reinforcement thinning condition and in posttests.  For 

such sessions the experimenter was required to simply acknowledge some responses and then 

move to the next trial in which the participant was eligible to receive a preferred item.  
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Percentage of treatment integrity was determined by dividing the number of steps implemented 

correctly by the total number of steps per session and multiplying by 100.  The mean treatment 

integrity for sessions in the single component condition was 99.7% (range 96.8% to 100%) for 

Violet and 99% (range 95% to100%) for Lily.  The mean treatment integrity for sessions in the 

matrix condition was 99.9% for Violet (range 98.6% to 100%) and 99.8% for Lily (range 95% to 

100%).  

Finally, we collected treatment integrity IOA.  A third observer collected data for 30% of 

treatment integrity sessions.  Percentage of IOA was determined by dividing the number of 

agreements by the total number of agreements and disagreements and multiplying by 100.  The 

mean treatment integrity agreement was 97% (range 88% to 100%) for Violet and 97% (range 

90% to 100%) for Lily.   

Experimental Procedures: 

 Preference Assessments. Prior to each instructional session, we conducted a brief 

preference assessment.  That is, participants were presented with an array of items in which the 

participant could select a preferred item or activity.  An array of three to five items or activities 

was presented each session from a set of previously established or parent-reported preferred 

items.  The items in the array varied depending on the participants’ requests and interests.  In 

addition, participants were able to choose a different item or activity at any point during the 

session simply by indicating disinterest in the item that was currently being earned and/or 

interest in a different item.  

 Preassessment and Baseline General Procedures. For all preassessment and baseline 

sessions the experimenter presented the target stimulus and allowed up to 5s for the participant to 

respond before presenting the next trial.  All correct responses were followed by praise and 
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access to a previously identified preferred item.  Incorrect responses were followed by a neutral 

statement (e.g. “you’re a hard worker”) and the presentation of the next trial.  In addition, we 

interspersed maintenance tasks (e.g., “touch nose”) throughout all non-training sessions in an 

effort to increase motivation to complete the tasks and allow access to preferred items or 

activities for correct responses to maintenance tasks. 

 Preassessment.  To ensure that stimuli used were initially unknown to the participants, 

we conducted a preassessment.  Previously unknown items and actions were used in the current 

study in order to control for a previous learning history with items or actions that might have 

impacted the facilitation recombinative generalization later in the study.  We presented a variety 

of objects three times each and asked, “What is it?”  To assess if participants could label actions, 

the experimenter demonstrated an action using a known object (i.e., shoe) and asked, “What am I 

doing?” while engaging in the action with the known object.   We identified three actions (i.e., 

twisting, flicking, hiding) and objects (i.e., hook, stapler, mitt) that both participants did not label 

correctly on any trials, either through vocal language or sign language.  These unknown actions 

and objects were targeted for training in the current evaluation.  The contingencies in place were 

those described in the general preassessment procedures above. 

Single-Component Baseline. Three baseline sessions were separately conducted for 

objects and actions.  During baseline for objects, the experimenter presented the target object 

while saying “What is it?”  During baseline for actions, the experimenter demonstrated the target 

action with a known object (i.e., shoe) while saying “What am I doing?”  Sessions were 

comprised of nine trials and each target (i.e., action or object) was randomly presented three 

times each.  The contingencies in place were those described in the general preassessment 

procedures above. 
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Single-Component Training. We provided instruction on labeling target objects and 

actions using both a sign and vocal response; object labels were trained prior to actions.  The 

experimenter first secured attending by requiring the participants to look at training materials 

prior to presenting the instruction.  Once an attention response was obtained, the experimenter 

delivered the relevant instruction, “What is it?” (for objects) or “What am I doing?” (for actions).  

The experimenter used a combined constant time delay and system of least prompts/least-to-most 

prompting procedure (Wolery & Gast, 1984; Cooper, Heron & Heward, 2007) during sessions.  

More specifically, for the first two instructional sessions, we provided a 0s time delay to a model 

prompt.  That is, the experimenter delivered the instruction and immediately provided a correct 

model of the vocal and manual (sign) response simultaneously.  If the child did not imitate the 

full model (i.e., both vocal and sign) within 5s or engaged in an incorrect response, physical 

guidance was used to prompt the correct sign response while the vocal model was re-presented.  

A preferred item or activity, selected by the child prior to the start of every session was delivered 

for each prompted or independent correct response made by the child.  During subsequent 

training sessions, we implemented a 2s time delay to the model prompt followed by a 5s delay to 

a physical prompt (when necessary). Participants moved to a 5s time delay to the model prompt 

following 2 consecutive sessions of responding simultaneously with the model, which suggested 

that the child was able to independently respond if more time was allowed.  During training of 

the target actions, maintenance trials were conducted for previously trained object labels.  The 

results of this evaluation are not presented in the current manuscript.  

Matrix Baseline. Once participants met the mastery criterion for both targeted objects and 

actions in isolation, baseline data were collected for the targets in each participant’s matrix.  

These sessions were identical to the pretests, in which each target object was presented with each 
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target action three times for a total of 27 trials.  Maintenance tasks (e.g., “clap hand”) were 

interspersed approximately every two trials. 

Matrix Training. Following the matrix baseline condition, participants were randomly 

assigned to receive training in either a NOV training approach or an OV matrix training 

approach.  Violet was assigned to the OV matrix design and Lily was assigned to the NOV 

matrix design.  Three object-action combinations were targeted for each participant consistent 

with their respective matrix designs (see Figures 1 and 2).  Each combination was presented 

three times for a total of nine trials per session.  

The experimenter demonstrated the target action with the target object while saying, 

“What’s going on?”  We implemented the same constant time delay and least-to-most prompting 

procedure as describe in the single-component training procedures.  Specifically, a 0s time delay 

to a model was implemented until each participants responded correctly to the model of 100% of 

opportunities for 2 consecutive sessions. Once this criterion was met a 2s time delay to the model 

was implemented throughout the duration of training. In addition, we included an error-

correction procedure similar to that used by Rodgers and Iwata (1991), with the exception that 

we presented a maximum of three remedial trials.  More specifically, error-correction procedures 

consisted of re-presenting the instruction following a correct prompted response.  The same 

least-to-most prompting procedures were in place during error correction trials. We repeated the 

error correction trial until the participant responded correctly (in both the sign and vocal 

modality) to the initial instruction or until the experimenter implemented the procedure three 

times per trial.  If the error-correction procedure was implemented three times without a correct 

independent response, the experimenter physically guided the child to engage in the target sign 
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response and modeled the vocal response.  The preselected preferred item was delivered to the 

participant following a correct independent response or a physically guided correct response.  

In order for a response to be scored as correct, the participant was required to engage in 

the correct vocal and sign response in the correct order for the target action-object combination. 

For example, if the experimenter demonstrated twisting stapler, the participant was required to 

say and sign “twisting stapler” within the appropriate time delay in order for a response to be 

scored as an independent correct response.  If the participant erred or omitted any part of the 

two-component response in the vocal or sign modality, the response was counted as incorrect 

and a model was presented. 

 Emergent Relations Posttests. Once participants met the mastery criterion of 88% 

independent correct responses across two consecutive sessions, we assessed for the emergence of 

novel relations during a posttest.  During the posttests each untrained combination of objects and 

actions were presented three times each; each trained combination of objects and actions were 

presented six times each in order to attempt to keep the rate of reinforcement at an FR2 ratio.  

Each session was composed of 36 trials.  Preferred items or activities were only delivered after 

correct responses (in both the vocal and sign modality) on previously trained trials during a 

posttest.  If the participant correctly responded to an untrained trial the experimenter 

acknowledged their response by providing a general statement in a pleasant tone of voice (e.g., 

“alright”), and then presented the next trial.  All posttests procedures were the same.  The only 

distinctions are that Posttest 2 was implemented following mastery performance under 

reinforcement thinning procedures, as described below, and Posttest 3 was implemented 

following training of a new action-object relation.  
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Reinforcement Thinning. During Posttest 1, responding on previously mastered targets 

decreased below the mastery criterion.  We considered that this response degradation from 

training to testing might have been due to: (a) the thinning in the reinforcement schedule from a 

FR1 to an FR2 and (b) the interspersal of unknown targets.  To assess if these two variables 

affected performance during testing conditions, we systematically exposed participants to an FR2 

schedule of reinforcement, and then interspersed distractor trials using unknown objects with the 

FR2 schedule prior to posttests.  

 First, we conducted booster sessions in an FR1 schedule of reinforcement that were 

identical to training sessions (session 18 for Violet, session 32 for Lily) in an effort to strengthen 

correct responding.  Once the mastery criterion was met, participants moved to a reinforcement 

fading condition.  We arranged an FR2 schedule of reinforcement (indicated by II in Figures 3 

and 4), while maintaining sessions that consisted of 9 trials, for each participant to maintain the 

response under a relatively lower rate of reinforcement.  Once participants met the mastery 

criterion, we interspersed distractor trials between training trials (indicated by III in Figures 3 

and 4), thus continuing to maintain the same schedule of reinforcement.  Distractor trials 

included the demonstration of ambiguous actions (e.g., pointing an object in different directions) 

with three unknown objects (one per trial, presented three times each). Sessions within the 

current condition consisted of 18 total trials (nine distractor and nine training trials). 

Additional Target Training. Once participants completed Posttest 2, a new target within 

their respective matrices was introduced.  Training sessions consisted of three presentations of 

the new target, and two presentations of each of the previously trained targets, making a total of 

nine trials per session.  Training for the new targets followed the same progression of the 

previous training conditions.  For both participants, we selected a new action-object relation to 
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train (indicated by Set B in Figures 3 and 4).  The training of a new stimulus relation in Set B 

allowed Violet to learn a new target action (i.e., hiding). The new target relation included in Set 

B provided an overlap in both an action (i.e., twisting) and an object (i.e., stapler) components in 

Lily’s training of action-object relations.  

Error Analyses. We conducted error analyses that allowed us to examine if there were 

any differences in the types of errors each participant emitted during training of Set B, which 

included a new action-object relation.  For Violet, who only received OV training, in which 

components were shared across relations, the selection of the new target was a continuation of 

this type of training.  However for Lily, the selected target in Set B arranged for teaching an 

overlap in components (i.e., twisting stapler, twisting hook, flicking stapler).  Grow, Carr, 

Kodak, Jostad, and Kisamore (2011) demonstrated that certain error patterns across training 

conditions emerged during training using a simple-conditional method versus a conditional 

method only of training conditional discriminations.  In particular, learners were more likely to 

make errors that included: (a) repeating a response that served as the S+ on a previous trial 

(termed a win-stay response) or (b) repeating a response that served as the S+ on a previous step 

(termed a molar win-stay response).  Therefore, we analyzed the same type of error patterns 

during training of the new action-object relation in Set B only. 

We also examined errors during the posttest conditions and scored: (a) an object error if 

the participant made an error on the object component, but responded correctly to the action, (b) 

an object error omission if the participant responded correctly to the action and omitted at least 

one part of the object label (either in the sign and/or vocal modality (c) an action error if the 

participant made an error on the action component, but responded correctly to the object 

component, (d) an action error omission if the participant omitted any part of the vocal response 
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(either in the vocal and/or sign modality), or (e) a total error if the participant erred on both 

components of the compound stimulus. Errors reported consisted of errors made in the sign 

modality, the vocal modality, and both the sign and vocal modalities simultaneously. For 

example, if the experimenter demonstrated flicking hook and the child responded by saying 

“twisting hook”, but signed “flicking hook” an error was scored and was defined as an action 

error. Errors were recorded this way because a consistent difference in errors in the vocal or sign 

modality was not observed among participants. 

Results 

 Figures 2 and 3 present the percentage of independent correct responses, responses 

following a model, and physically guided responses for both participants.  Figure 3 presents the 

percentage of responses during training for Violet (OV matrix approach).  Figure 4 presents the 

percentage of responses during training for Lily (NOV matrix approach).  The solid phase lines 

indicate the implementation of a posttest. The dashed phase lines indicate a phase change during 

instruction. 

 Prior to instruction, neither participant provided a correct response to an instructional 

target. When instruction was initiated, both participants acquired the target responses in both the 

vocal and sign modalities.  Violet’s performance reached mastery criterion after 13 instructional 

sessions and Lily required 27 instructional sessions.  Next, we assessed responding to all 

stimulus combinations during Posttest 1.  Violet responded correctly to two untrained relations, 

whereas Lily did not respond correctly to any untrained relations.  For both participants, 

responding to recently trained action-object relations decreased below the mastery criterion 

during Posttest 1 (first column in top panel of Figures 5 and 6; M = 44% for Violet; M = 61% for 

Lily).  
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It is possible that the correct responding to previously trained relations deteriorated 

because of: (a) the introduction of unknown targets during the testing conditions, (b) the 

reinforcement scheduled changed from an FR1 to an FR2 from training to test conditions, or (c) 

some interaction between these two variables.  In an attempt to control for this possibility, we 

elected to first reinitiate instruction and return responding to mastery criterion under an FR1 

schedule (see phases denoted I in Figures 3 and 4), then systematically thinned the schedule of 

reinforcement to an FR2 schedule (II), and introduced trials with unknown targets (III) before 

assessing performance under test conditions (see description in methods section).  

Thus, Violet and Lily returned to the original training conditions for Set A. For both 

participants’ responding quickly returned to the mastery criterion.  Exposure to both the FR2 

schedule condition and the FR2 with distractors condition briefly disrupted performance for 

participants, but responding returned to the mastery criterion.  During Posttest 2, responding to 

trained action-object relations remained high for Violet and Lily (second column set in top panel 

of Figures 5 and 6, respectively).  Violet, in the OV matrix training condition, demonstrated a 

higher percentage correct for untrained responses in Posttests 2 (M = 50% accuracy), whereas 

Lily, in the NOV matrix training condition, did not demonstrate correct responding to any 

untrained action-object combinations. 

 We selected a new compound stimulus to include with instruction and this formed a new 

training set, Set B.  After providing instruction and proceeding through a similar reinforcement 

thinning procedure, we assessed performance of all stimulus combinations in Posttest 3.  Violet 

correctly responded to all untrained targets in the matrix with 60% accuracy.  Lily demonstrated 

zero levels of correct responding to untrained targets. 
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 To summarize, Tables 1-6 depict each participant’s number of correct responses out of 

total presentations for each action-object relation in a matrix for Posttests 1-3.  Violet 

demonstrated low levels of correct responding (16% accuracy) to untrained action-object 

combinations in Posttest 1.  Violet’s accuracy to untrained action-object combinations increased 

in Posttest 2 (50% accuracy) following a return to training and in Posttest 3 (60% accuracy) 

following training for another action-object label (i.e., hiding stapler).  Lily did not correctly 

respond to untrained targets during any posttests.  

Figure 7 depicts the percentage of errors by type (i.e., repetition of previous trial, 

previously trained relation) by both participants during training of Set B relations.  Set B 

relations included previously trained relations from Set A with the addition of a newly targeted 

relation (hiding stapler for Violet; twisting stapler for Lily).  Reported errors include errors, 

made in the sign modality, errors made in the vocal modality, and errors made in both modalities 

simultaneously scored together. Errors that were a repetition of the previously correct trial made 

up 23% of Violet’s total errors and 14% of Lily’s total errors.  Errors that involved responding 

with a previously trained relation made up 61.5% of Violet’s total errors and 85.7% of Lily’s 

total errors.  

 We also examined if participants’ responding was controlled by one element of the 

compound stimulus more than the other element.  Previous research on stimulus-stimulus 

interference suggests that when learners are presented with a compound stimulus, that is when 

two stimuli co-occur, and a response is reinforced without arranging for a discrimination 

amongst the elements of the compound stimulus, one aspect of the stimulus may gain more 

control of the response (Dittlinger & Lerman, 2011).   
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Figure 8 depicts Violet’s percentage of errors by type in posttests for untrained (top 

panel) and trained (bottom panel) relations.  In Posttests1 and 2 (far left and middle columns), 

the majority of Violet’s errors to untrained relations consisted of object errors omission (53% 

and 100% respectively).  The majority of errors made by Violet for trained relations during 

Posttest 1 (far left columns) were action errors (50%).  The majority of Violet’s errors in Posttest 

2 and 3 were object errors (100% and 50% respectively) 

 Figure 9 shows Lily’s percentage of errors by type in posttests for untrained (top panel) 

and trained (bottom panel) relations.  In Posttests 1-3, the majority of Lily’s errors to untrained 

relations consisted of object errors (61%, 78%, and 67% respectively).  For trained relations in 

Posttest 1-2, the majority of Lily’s errors were total errors to both the action and the object 

(100% and 100% respectively).  In Posttest 3, the majority of Lily’s errors with trained relations 

were object errors (80%). 

Discussion 

The primary purpose of the current study was to compare an overlapping (OV) matrix 

training approach to a non-overlapping (NOV) matrix as measured by the extent to which each 

approach facilitated recombinative generalization.  Only Violet, in the OV matrix training 

design, demonstrated recombinative generalization with untrained relations.  The presence of 

shared components inherent to the OV matrix design likely established minimal units and 

facilitated recombinative generalization to untrained relations. That is, the overlap in components 

ensured that Violet had to attend to the action and object components in that specific order, in 

order to produce a correct response (Goldstein, 1983).  Therefore, the OV matrix arranged 

compound stimuli so that components of one stimulus relation (either the action or the object) 

are shared by other stimuli; thus, the learner had to selectively attend to and ignore a specific 
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component in order to produce the correct response. For example, when Violet was presented 

with a demonstration of twisting hook (and twisting stapler was another relation included in 

training), she had to ignore the component twisting and attend to the component hook in order to 

produce the correct vocal and sign response of “twisting hook.” If she only attended to twisting 

and ignored hook, it is very likely that she would have made an error either by responding with 

the sign and vocal label “stapler” or omitting the second component of the response altogether. 

In contrast, Lily, in the NOV matrix design, did not demonstrate recombinative 

generalization with untrained relations during the posttests.  Lily’s results may be attributed to 

the fact that components were not shared during training of Set A. The lack of shared 

components likely caused a failure in the establishment of minimal units by Lily. In the NOV 

arrangement, a particular action was always presented with a specific object.  Therefore, it is 

possible that Lily’s responding was under the control of one stimulus element (e.g., the action 

performed) instead of both distinct stimulus elements (i.e., the action performed with the object). 

 Following training on Set A for Lily, we provided training on an additional target, which 

introduced an overlap in components and set up an opportunity for Lily to establish minimal 

units. However, this additional training did not facilitate recombinative generalization during the 

following Posttest 3.  

  In addition, research suggests that the different training approaches used across 

participants produce differences in error patterns (Grow et al., (2011). Grow et al. analyzed error 

patterns, such as repeating the response that was correct on either a preceding trial or step in the 

instructional sequence. We conducted a similar error analysis, but did not find any meaningful 

differentiation of error patterns between the two participants.  Regardless of being exposed to 

overlapping and/or non-overlapping components during training in Set B, both participants 
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predominantly erred by producing the response that was reinforced in a previous phase when 

acquiring a novel response.  One potential reason for the discrepancy in these results compared 

to Grow et al., is that the simple discriminations in the Grow et al. study did not require attending 

to the sample stimulus.  They trained simple discriminations in a mass-trial format so that the 

sample did not vary from trial to trial.  In our preparation, we randomly alternated the sample 

from trial to trial; thus, the learner was required to attend and differentially respond to the sample 

stimulus.  However, the learner did not have to attend to the individual components of the action-

object stimulus relation.  Thus, there was a low probability of the learner receiving reinforcement 

for repetition of the previous trial, as the correct response alternated on every trial.  Therefore, it 

is not surprising that participants demonstrated fewer errors that involved repetition of the 

previous trial (as this response pattern was infrequently reinforced compared to the Grow et al. 

evaluation).   

 To evaluate whether one aspect of the compound stimulus exerted more stimulus control 

than the other aspect, we analyzed errors made to individual components during test conditions.  

If the participants were presented with an action-object demonstration and provided the correct 

response to the object, but incorrectly responded to the action, we considered the object to have 

greater control over responding.  Accordingly, if the participants were presented with an action-

object demonstration and the participant provided the correct action response, but incorrectly 

responded to the object, we considered the action to have greater control over responding.  The 

results for both participants were consistent in that during posttest conditions they were more 

likely to provide the correct response for the action and provide an incorrect response for or omit 

the object.  We interpret this as being consistent with the notion of stimulus over-selectivity, 
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such as overshadowing, in which one aspect of a stimulus can control responding more than 

other, equally salient aspects (Dube & McIlvane, 1999).  

 The pattern of responding generated in the OV matrix training approach is consistent 

with previous research on matrix training that shared a similar instructional arrangement (Tanji 

& Noro, 2011).  Our results are also consistent with previous research on matrix training 

regarding a lack of emergent responding after NOV matrix instruction with previously unknown 

components.  Goldstein (1983) suggests that diagonal-only training, or a NOV matrix 

arrangement, is sufficient to produce recombinative generalization when constituent elements are 

previously known.  Axe and Sainato (2010) provide support for this suggestion, as they utilized a 

NOV matrix approach to teach action-object relations, in which 2 of 4 participants demonstrated 

recombinative generalization.  Our single-component training, for Lily specifically, was not 

sufficient to replicate the results of previous studies using previously known components in an 

NOV matrix training approach. 

 One factor that might explain the differences amongst evaluations is the use of 

reinforcement during test conditions.  We did not deliver contingent reinforcement during our 

test conditions, whereas Axe and Sainato (2010) did arrange for the contingent delivery of 

preferred items on correct responding to untrained relations.  Such a contingency may have 

promoted generative performance.  After reinforcement was delivered for the first untrained 

response, each subsequent demonstration of recombinative generalization may have been 

impacted by the initially reinforced emergent response.  Moreover, Axe and Sainato arranged for 

frequent testing throughout the instructional phase, which provided multiple opportunities to 

demonstrate recombinative generalization.  
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An additional reason that our results may differ from previous evaluations may be due to 

the type of response required in the current study. Much research on recombinative 

generalization has assessed performance by training a listener response.  In the current study, we 

taught a visual-verbal conditional relation and required the expressive response in both a vocal 

and sign modality.  It is possible that such cross-modal training may have impacted 

recombinative generalization to trained relations.  Future research may consider extending the 

current evaluation by only requiring a vocal-verbal response.  

In summary, the purpose of the current study was to investigate the extent to which the 

arrangement of the instructional matrix impacts the emergence of recombinative generalization. 

We extended the evidence for the utility of an OV matrix training approach over a NOV 

approach in facilitating recombinative generalization.  In contrast to our results, other studies 

were successful in producing recombinative generalization with an NOV matrix training 

approach (Axe & Sainato, 2010; Goldstein et al., 1987; Goldstein & Mousetis, 1989).  These 

studies, however, included additional variables, such as first training relations made up of 

previously known components (Goldstein et al., 1987; Goldstein & Mousetis, 1989), delivering 

potential reinforcers for correct responses to untrained relations during probes throughout 

training (Axe & Sainato, 2010; Goldstein et al., 1987; Goldstein & Mousetis, 1989), and training 

receptive and expressive skills simultaneously (Goldstein et al., 1987).   

Future research is necessary to isolate the conditions under which recombinative 

generalization may occur following NOV training.  This is an important area of research, as 

training in this method requires including less targets in the instructional arrangement in 

comparison to OV methods, which may provide a more efficient method of instruction.  
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The results of the current evaluation are limited in that we evaluated these procedures 

with two participants; each separately trained using one matrix training approach (overlapping or 

non-overlapping).  Future research may replicate these results within or across participants.  
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Figure 1. Targets trained for Violet in the overlapping matrix approach in Sets A and B.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Targets trained for Lily in the non-overlapping matrix approach in Sets A and B.  
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Figure 3.Violet’s responding in the OV matrix approach training condition. Solid phase lines 

indicate posttests. Dashed phase lines indicate a change in the condition.  Following Posttest 1 

the dotted phase lines indicate a change in the rate of reinforcement. Closed circles represent 

independent responses, open circles represent responses following a model, and open triangles 

represent physically guided responses. 
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Figure 4. Lily’s responding in the NOV matrix approach training condition. Solid phase lines 

indicate posttests. Dashed phase lines indicate a change in the condition.  Following Posttest 1 

the dotted phase lines indicate a change in the rate of reinforcement. Closed circles represent 

independent responses, open circles represent responses following a model, and open triangles 

represent physically guided responses. 
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Figure 5. Violet’s accuracy to trained (top tier) and untrained relations (bottom tier) in Posttests 

1-3. Solid black bars indicate responding to twisting hook, solid white bars indicate responding 

to twisting stapler, solid gray bars indicate responding to flicking hook, and black and white 

diagonal-lined bars indicate responding to hiding stapler. Black bars with white dots indicate 

responding to twisting mitt, black and white checkered bars indicate responding to flicking 

stapler, gray and white-checkered bars indicate responding to flicking mitt, white bars with black 

dots indicate responding to hiding hook, and bars with black and white horizontal lines indicate 
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responding to hiding mitt. Hiding stapler was trained following Posttest 2 and thus only appears 

in the trained relations graph in Posttest 3. 

	  

Figure 6. Lily’s accuracy to trained (top tier) and untrained relations (bottom tier) in Posttests 1-

3. Solid black bars indicate responding to twisting hook, solid white bars indicate responding to 

twisting stapler, black and white checkered bars indicate responding to flicking stapler, and bars 

with black and white horizontal lines indicate responding to hiding mitt. Black bars with white 

dots indicate responding to twisting mitt, solid gray bars indicate responding to flicking hook, 

gray and white-checkered bars indicate responding to flicking mitt, white bars with black dots 
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indicate responding to hiding hook, and black and white diagonal-lined bars indicate responding 

to hiding stapler. Twisting stapler (dotted bar) was trained following Posttest 2 and thus only 

appears in the bar graph for trained relations on Posttest 3.	

	

Figure 7. Violet’s (top tier) and Lily’s (bottom tier) percentage of errors by type. Solid black bars 

depict errors made that were a repetition of the previous correct trial. Solid gray bars depict 

errors made that involved a previously trained relation. 
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Figure 8. Violet’s percentage of errors by type in Posttests 1-3. Solid black bars depict errors to 

the object. White bars with black diagonal lines indicate errors to the object by omission. Solid 

gray bars depict errors to the action. White bars with gray diagonal lines indicate to the action by 

omission. Solid white bars depict total errors to both the action and the object. 
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Figure 9. Lily’s percentage of errors by type in Posttests 1-3. Solid black bars depict errors to the 

object. White bars with black diagonal lines indicate errors to the object by omission. Solid gray 

bars depict errors to the action. White bars with gray diagonal lines indicate to the action by 

omission. Solid white bars depict total errors to both the action and the object. 
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Table 1 

Posttest 1 

  
Hook 

 
Stapler 

 
Mitt 

 
Twisting 

 
2/6 

Set A 

 
3/6 

Set A 

 
2/3 

 
Flicking 

 
3/6 

Set A 

 
0/3 

 

 
1/3 

 
Hiding 

 
0/3 

 
0/3 

 
0/3 

 

 

Note. Table depicts the Violet’s accuracy responding to trained and untrained targets out of total 

presentations per relation in Posttest 1.  

Table 2 

Posttest 1 

  
Hook 

 
Stapler 

 
Mitt 

 
Twisting 

 
4/6 

Set A 

 
0/3 

 
0/3 

 
Flicking 

 
0/3 

 
6/6 

Set A 

 
0/3 

 
Hiding 

 
0/3 

 
0/3 

 
1/6 

Set A 

 

Note. Table depicts the Lily’s accuracy responding to trained and untrained targets out of total 

presentations per relation in Posttest 1.  
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Table 3 

Posttest 2 

  
Hook 

 
Stapler 

 
Mitt 

 
Twisting 

 
5/6 

Set A 

 
6/6 

Set A 

 
3/3 

 
Flicking 

 
6/6 

Set A 

 
3/3 

 

 
3/3 

 
Hiding 

 
0/3 

 
0/3 

 
0/3 

 

 

Note. Table depicts the Violet’s accuracy responding to trained and untrained targets out of total 

presentations per relation in Posttest 2.  

 

Table 4 

Posttest 2 

  
Hook 

 
Stapler 

 
Mitt 

 
Twisting 

 
4/6 

Set A 

 
0/3 

 
0/3 

 
Flicking 

 
0/3 

 
6/6 

Set A 

 
0/3 

 
Hiding 

 
0/3 

 
0/3 

 
5/6 

Set A 

 

Note. Table depicts the Lily’s accuracy responding to trained and untrained targets out of total 

presentations per relation in Posttest 2.  
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Table 5 

Posttest 3 

Hook Stapler Mitt 

Twisting 5/6 
Set A/B 

6/6 
Set A/B 

3/3 

Flicking 6/6 
Set A/B 

1/3 1/3 

Hiding 2/3 3/3 
Set B 

2/3 

Note. Table depicts the Violet’s accuracy responding to trained and untrained targets out of total 

presentations per relation in Posttest 3.  

Table 6 

Posttest 3 

Hook Stapler Mitt 

Twisting 2/6 
Set A/B 

3/3 
Set B 

0/3 

Flicking 0/3 6/6 
Set A/B 

0/3 

Hiding 0/3 0/3 5/6 
Set A/B 

Note. Table depicts the Lily’s accuracy responding to trained and untrained targets out of total 

presentations per relation in Posttest 3.  




